CUBICLE CURTAIN FABRIC CARE INSTRUCTIONS

Wash Cycle

Process as ordinary colored fabric, temperature not to exceed 160°F using synthetic detergent. Do not use bleach or fabric softener. Do not extract. A 30 second spin may be used to extract excess moisture- remove load immediately.

Drying Cycle

Do not overload dryer. Tumble dry 3 to 5 minutes on synthetic cycle (110°F.) until damp dry and remove immediately. As with all polyester fabrics, excessive heat will detract from the permanent press characteristics of this fabric.

Finishing

If fabric is folded upon completion of drying cycle, no finishing is required. Occasional light touch-up with hand iron (275°F. maximum), or Flat Bed Press with covered head may be desired for smoother seams. Use cover cloth between fabric and iron or pressing head. Avoid prolonged contact with heat.

Do not use caustic soap or bleach.

Do not put through mangler.